Cost to Attend as a Hosted Planner
Connect is a senior leader in the meetings, travel and tourism industry. We are dedicated to improving the
effectiveness and efficiency of our stakeholders through a variety of product offerings including conferences,
magazines, custom programs and FAM tours.
Connect staff selects and invites planners to attend a particular Connect event based on that event’s qualifications.
Each selected planner must be able to recommend venues for their future events.
The hosted planner pays a $200 registration fee to confirm attendance. All planners pay this amount regardless of
how they travel to the event. This registration fee is refunded at the end of the event in cash, unless identified
separately by the hosted planner. To qualify for the refund, the hosted planner must keep all of his or her
appointments with preselected suppliers during Marketplace.
If a hosted planner chooses to cancel prior to the event, the $200 registration fee is fully refundable unless airfare (if
applicable) has been confirmed or show appointments have been released.
Trade show registration is only $200 for planners.
If planners attend all assigned appointments, their $200 will be
refunded during the final day of Marketplace

$200
($200) after appointments
$0

Accommodations are taken care of compliments of Connect (room only, excluding
incidentals). You will only incur costs if you stay additional nights
outside of the conference room block.

$0

Travel is purchased and booked by the Connect
team for your travel to and from select events.

$0

Ground transportation is available at a
discounted rate for travel from airport to hotel and back.

$0-$100

Education sessions are one of the many benefits of attending
Connect. There is never a charge to learn at our
shows. Connect is a CIC Preferred Provider of education, and
continuing education credits can be earned for attending sessions.

$0

Meals are provided during breakfast general sessions,
lunch general sessions and dinner networking events.

$0

Additional expenses may include hotel parking,
ground transportation, luggage and any personal incidentals.

$0-$100

Your total cost to attend easily adds up to zero dollars,
depending on how you plan your experience at Connect.

$0-$100

